Homeland: it’s such a mysterious place…
I always wanted to travel around the world, the only idea of meeting another
countries, another cultures, another people, another enviroment, makes me think
about what Little things we are. Recently, we had the great opportunity to make this
dream come true, because until this moment, I’ve never travelled abroad, and we
travelled together to such mysterious places… The cold and classical Belgium and the
colorful Netherlands.
What lovely places… They re very big countries and cities with a lot of different places,
enviroment and cultures as I said before. I only hope that all of my thoughts, all the
moments of the trip will stay on my mind forever. I Have never thought that in one
week, I would be able to see so many beautiful landscapes, different moments that I¨ll
keep in my mind, a smile comes to my face, hapiness invades me every time I think
about those moments together .
Happy of being out there, at the top the mil; happy of walking along the streets, happy
of eating Belgian chocolates, or the different types of cheese, happy of dicovering such
mysterious places.
I always wanted to travel around the world, and this time we made it possible. I would
share with you thousands of experiences, but I won’t, I will keep all of these moments
on my mind forever.
But there are such mysterious places out there that I only want to get lost in all of
them. To get lost… To discover what is it that makes each country” unique”. To
discover every corner of the world. I don’t know who I am going to be in a few years
time, not even where I’m going to be, but i really hope that I´ll be at least with my
people, with my family, and with the person who will make me happy.
I will fight for my dreams, and I will fight for discovering each mysterious corner of the
world. I will lose myself in every country. And I will remember each moment that I
lived in Brussels, in Gent, in Volendam, in Amsterdam… and also in this place, Tenerife,
where I have learnt many things that I know nowdays. I will keep focus on having this
idea always in my dreams.
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